The proposed wording that appears below would appear in the 2005 RRG recertification master, not in the 2004 version that is now in Phase I coordination.

Changes in the RRG would be made to Appendix F, CAL Program Information, at 2. Participants and Relationships, Release and Redact.

Under Release at page 148, add paragraph:

"d. (U) Fact that the Hiller Helicopter plant, also known as the Advanced Projects Integration Facility or Advanced Projects Facility (APF), in Palo Alto, California, served until 1969 as a cover in which the CORONA second stage Agena satellites, Ittek cameras, EKC film, and General Electric reentry capsules were assembled and tested prior to shipment to Vandenberg AFB."

Under Redact at page 149, modify paragraph a:

"a. (S) Any tradecraft details concerning cover arrangements used by the CIA, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LMSC), and Hiller Helicopter Corporation for the leasing, staffing, and operation of the Hiller Helicopter plant in the CORONA Program."

I would appreciate receiving your comments, suggestions, and/or concurrence.

Cargill Hall
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Cargill: OS concurs with your suggested wording for the change to the RRG re: Hiller Aircraft release.

OS Security Policy

Cargill Hall wants OS's blessing to change the language in the RRG to reflect that proposed in Cargill's message below. IMINT concurs and I recommend OS concur.

OS Security Policy

IMINT Security/Classification Management concurs with the RRG change proposed below.
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